
There are so many laws in Judaism that are just common sense and there are others that leave us wondering why we do

things and if they are outdated. Some laws are just so beautiful and meaningful I’m in awe of people who follow them. One

of these laws is “shmita”, when farmers in Israel give their land a year off to rest. The Bible promises “a triple bounty in the

sixth year of the agricultural cycle – enough for the sixth, seventh and eighth years until new crops can be planted and

harvested” (Leviticus 25:20-23). When it comes to our health and saving lives there is no time to rest, but we can perform

our own mitzvah by making it a bonus year for Soroka in donations!!     
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GREETINGS TO MY FELLOW BOARD MEMBERS

HONORARY CHAIR, ALBERT BOURLA
Dr Albert Boula, CEO of Pfizer, has accepted the role of

Honorary Chair for our upcoming Gala on Monday,

October 18th. This is a very exciting development and

we are honored and thrilled that he will be

participating in our event. His contribution to humanity

with the rollout of the Pfizer vaccine has been

extraordinary.
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RAKIA MISSION
An ancient coin dating back to the time of the Bar-

Kochba Revolt against the Romans will soon fly into

space with Israeli astronaut Eytan Stibbe. He will take

with him a symbol of Jewish history and yearning for

freedom. He is set to reach the International Space

Station in the “Rakia” Mission led by the Ramon

Foundation and the Israel Space Agency.
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HAPPY HOLIDAY
In anticipation of the holidays, I’m sharing a quick

yummy recipe: 1lb strawberries hulled, cut up ½
amount and add 2 tblspn sugar and 2 tablspn

liqueur. Puree remaining strawberries with ½ cup

confectioners’ sugar. Whip 1 ¼ cup heavy cream and

add to pureed strawberries (Save a small amount for

decoration). Put marinated strawberries in a glass,

top with cream mixture.

https://www.jpost.com/israel-news/from-fighter-pilot-to-astronaut-meet-eitan-stibbe-649589
https://www.independent.co.uk/topic/israel
https://www.independent.co.uk/topic/israel

